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charter adventure
Clockwise from left: The
alluring Illusion I is
offering opulent
Caribbean cruising for
her maiden charter
season; on deck aboard
the 163-foot sailing yacht
Ohana; the impressive
Lamima, the world’s
largest wooden sailing
vessel, is available for
Indonesian exploration
this winter season.

Caribbean Cool
The languid dream of island-hopping in the Caribbean (or beyond)
this winter season takes on an even more luxurious bent aboard
one of these head-turning CHarter vessels. Anchors aweigh!
By Mike Espindle

The Edge
Fresh from its debut with brokers
Camper & Nicholsons at the
Monaco and Antigua yacht
shows, the 190-foot Benetti-built
Illusion I is done attracting
attention at the docks and will
be plying warm Caribbean
waters for her maiden charter
season. Accommodating 12
guests in six cabins, including a
breathtakingly massive master
suite with a private study, the
yacht’s luxurious details—like
a mosaic-tile Jacuzzi, a full bar
and barbecue area, and a full
gym—complement a stunning
array of tenders, water toys,
inflatables, and scuba and fishing
gear. From $350,000 per week,
CNI Palm Beach, 561.655.2121,
camperandnicholsons.com

Full Sail
For luxurious cabin cruising, the
brokers at Edmiston recommend the
163-foot, Fitzroy (New Zealand)built Ohana. With a distinctive gray
and yellow hull, Ohana will be easy
to spot from shore for the 10 guests
that enjoy her unique combination
of contemporary comfort and windmaximizing sailing performance
(cruising speed of 12 knots, top
speed of 18 knots). Minimalist
modern interior and on-deck design
dominates with themes of white,
light woods and glass. Add in a
Smuggler custom guest tender and
a raft of eco-friendly water toys,
and fun in the sun is a guarantee.
Winter rates from $205,000 per
week, Edmiston Yachts Monte Carlo,
+377.93.30.54.44, edmiston.com
A Gentleman’s Cruise

Make no mistake, behind
Amphitrite’s elegant, recently
refitted 1930s vintage exterior
lies a fully state-of-the-art
charter yacht with all the
latest and greatest toys and
technology (including zerospeed stabilizers). Romance
meets adventure for 10
guests who can appreciate
her gilded, bohemian vibe
(think art deco details, dark
Honduran mahogany) as well
as her edgy entertainment
technology and collection
of Ribeye tenders and water
toys. Reportedly, Johnny
Depp did. Winter rates from
$126,000 per week, Burgess
Yachts Miami, 305.672.0150,
burgessyachts.com
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More Exotic Shores?
International charter broker
Camper & Nicholsons has
announced that the newly
built 214-foot Lamima, the
largest wooden sailing
vessel in the world, was
delivered this autumn and is
available for unforgettable
charter experiences in
Indonesia. The vision of
designer Marcelo Penna,
Lamima merges traditional
Indonesian residential
design with modern
superyacht opulence for 14
guests (and the 19 crew
members who attend to their
every wish). Expect ample
deck space for sunbathing
and a shaded forward
dining pavilion for exquisite
meals of freshly caught fish.
For adventurers, the vessel is
scuba-certified for exploring
the alluring sea life of
Southeast Asia. $244,000
per week, CNI New York,
212.829.5652,
camperandnicholsons.com

